
 

 

               

                         
  

 

 

 

Letter:  YS-SP08-2018 

 

Date:  September 11, 2018       

 

To: Jiri Neveceral 

 The Master Group 

 Oakville, ON 

 

For Distribution to select Channel Partners only, Not for General Publication. 
     

Subject: Suction Pressure Transducer Calibration 

 
Product: YZV, YXV, HC20B, AC20B, HL20B, AL20B Variable Capacity Heat Pump and Air 

Conditioning models.   

 

Summary: This letter is to announce a suction pressure transducer calibration problem and resolution 

for the above-mentioned models.    

 

In November 2017 during routine equipment testing in our psychrometric test lab, design engineering 

discovered two variable capacity heat pump units reporting suction pressures that varied significantly 

than actual system pressures.  Upon further investigation, the suction transducers were found to be 

severely out of calibration.  An inquiry was made with the pressure transducer vendor and it was 

discovered that a specific production “lot” of this part was calibrated as discharge pressure transducers.  

This specific lot contained 221 parts.  The defective lot number is 17081603.   

 

Each variable capacity outdoor unit contains a discharge pressure transducer and a suction pressure 

transducer.  The parts are very similar to each other but can be easily identified by the color of the 

plastic wiring connector on the top side of the part.  The discharge transducer is RED in color and the 

suction transducer is BLUE.  The suction pressure transducer is calibrated for a 0 – 250 psi range and 

the discharge transducer is calibrated for a 0 – 650 psi range.  Each transducer is laser engraved with the 

lot number and serial number.  On the next page is a photo of a defective suction pressure transducer 

identified as lot number 17081603. 

 

The pressure transducer lot number is not tracked during equipment production; therefore, identifying 

unit serial numbers containing this known bad part proved to be a difficult task.  Plant part inventory 

was checked and no parts in the defective lot were found.  Due to this, it was assumed these parts were 

consumed – built into finished units.  Finished goods inventory from this November 2017 date and prior 

were placed on quality hold.  Some units had been shipped prior to quality hold.  A finished goods 

sorting/checking process started so suspect units could be checked and either released for sale or sent 

back to manufacturing for repair.  During the finished goods sorting process, MOST of the units 

containing one of the 221 suspect suction pressure transducers were found.  Some finished goods are 

still on hold currently waiting to be checked.  Any unit sold to an end user, and currently in service 

DOES NOT contain one of these defective sensors as the equipment will not function.   
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Using data collected from finished goods sorting, then using unit production work order numbers, we 

were able to narrow our search to a closer serial number range of suspect equipment.  This information 

was also combined with reported cases of known suction pressure transducer failures from field installed 

equipment.  Field installed equipment confirmed with this specific failure has been VERY low.  Using 

all the recorded data we have a small list of shipped equipment that must be quarantined so it cannot be 

sold.  We do not want any more dealers to experience this defect as the unit will not operate properly 

with the defective suction pressure transducer.  Included with this letter is a list containing specific 

equipment serial number(s) that have been shipped to you for sale to your customers.  Please check 

your inventory serial numbers immediately and place suspect equipment on quality hold.  Contact 

residential distributor support and we can coordinate with your equipment representative to arrange for 

equipment return and replacement or provide details on how to inspect your inventory in-house for this 

particular issue.  Equipment can be checked for this specific issue without being installed.   

 

 
Casey McConnaughy 

Assoc Product Technical Support Engineer 
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